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Grant Thornton LLP appreciates the opportunity to comment
comment on the Financial Accounting
Accounting

Preliminary Views
Views document Financial Instruments with Characteristics
Characteristicsofof
Standards Board (the Board) Preliminary
Equity. \'le
We support the Board's
Board's effort
effort to improve
improve accounting for liabilities
liabilities and equity
equity and to
Equiry.
converge the accounting
International
accounting for financial instruments
instruments \vith
with characteristics
characteristics of
of equity \vith
with the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASBJ.
Accounting
(IASB).
support the Board's preliminary view that the basic ownership approach
approach will result in financial
We support
rcporting
financial statement
simplifying
reporting that best meets the needs of
of financial
statement users while,
while, at the same time, simplifying
requirements for preparers and limiting the opportunities
opportunities for structuring.
structuring.
the requirements
\Vhile
While the ownership-settlement approach is
is more fundamentally consistent with the conceptual

of a liability
liability and might result in better
better financial
financial reporting
reporting for certain users,
users, the many issues
definition of
associated with it make the basic
basic ownership approach
approach a sihTIlificantly
significantly better alternative.
alternative. The
The
associated
ownership-settlement
tlaws that exist in the current
ownership-settlement approach has many of
of the same fundamental flaws
accounting model for liabilities
liabilities and equity.
equity. \X'e
We believe that the inevitable complexity associated with
ownership-settlement approach will lead to incorrect
incorrect and inconsistent
inconsistent application
application and allow for
the ownership-settlement
structuring
financial
structuring opportunities.
opportunities. We also believe that different
different measurement
measurement methods for two financial
instruments
that
have
the
same
economic
profile,
but
different
settlement
requirements,
instruments
settlement requirements, results in a
flawed accounting
accounting model.
model.
Our comments
comments afe
are organized
organized to correspond
correspond \vith
with the questions
questions within
within the notice for recipients of
of the
Our
Preliminary Views.
Preliminary

Ownership Approach
Approach
Questions on the Basic Ownership
1.

Do you
you believe
believe that the basic ownership approach would represent
represent an improvement in financial
financial reporting?
reporting?
Yes, we believe that the basic ownership approach would represent
represent an improvement
improvement in
financial
financial reporting because it reduces complexity,
complexity', should limit structuring opportunities,
opportunities, and
instruments with
with characteristics
characteristics of
of
will result in more consistent measurement for financial
financial instruments
equity.
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Are the underlying
under/yin)', principles
principles clear
clear and
and appropriate?
Are
appropriate?
Yes,'we
Yes; we believe the underlying
underlying principles
principles are clear and appropriate.
Do
for instruments
Doyou
you agree
agrel: that the approach
approach would
would significantly
signijicantjy simplify
simpl//y the accounting
accountin<-f,for
imtruments within the scope of
if
Preiiminat)' Vim'J
and provide
provide minimal structuring
structtm"ng opportunities?
this Preliminary
Views and
opportunities?

Yes, the basic ownership approach
approach will significantly
significantly simplify
simplify accounting
accounting for all equity
equity
instruments other than common
common stock; however,
ho\vever, it will
"vill add complexity to the measurement
of
indirect
of these instruments.
instruments. We
\X.'e believe
believe that guidance
guidance to
lO assist preparers in measuring
measuring indirect
ownership
instruments
at
fair
value
would
help
promote
consistent
application.
\X'e also
ownership instruments
consistent application. We
believe
believe thai
that the basic ownership approach will reduce incentives
incentives for structuring and thus
structuring opportunities,
opportunities,
limit structuring

Perpetual Instruments
2.
2,

Under the basic ownership approach
Under current practice, perpetual
perpetual instruments
instruments are classified
class(fied as equity.
equity, Under
(and
(and the REO
REO approach,
approach, which is described in Appendix B)
BJ certain
celiain perpetual instruments,
instruments, such as preferred
be classified
classified as liabilities. What potential operational
operational concerns,
concerns, if
classification
shares, would be
if any, does this classification
present?

approach will require
require more extensive
extensive analysis by many
many users,
users, including regulators.
This approach
Presentation guidance will be important to
to facilitate this
this analysis.
Presentation

3.

jet concluded how
how liability
liability instruments
instrumentswithout settlement requirements should he
The Board has notyet
be
measured. What potential
concerns, if an)!,
any, do
do the potential measurement requirements in
measured
potentia! operational concents,
paragraph 34 present?
The Board is interested in additional suggestions about subsequent measurement
present? The
requirements for perpetual instruments that are
are classified as liabilities.
liabilities.
We believe that instruments without issuer caU
call options should
should not be remeasured, but
\Ve
but that
as an expense at regular
regular intervals. We
dividends should be reported as
\'\/e do not
not believe that
remeasurement
re measurement at fair value would be the proper
proper measurement method. \Xle
We believe that the
expected
expected dividend
dividend stream should be discounted for
for perpetual instruments
instruments for which the
issuer has aa call option Of
or options.
options.

Redeemable
Instruments
Redeemable Basic Ownership Instruments
4.

instruments with redemption requirements mqy
may be
be classified
classified as equity ifthry
ij they meet the criteria
Basic ownership instmments
Are the
the m'tena
criteria in paragraph 20 operational? For example, can compliance with criterion
criterion
in paragraph 20. Are
(aJ
(a) be
be determined?
determined?
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We believe that "would impair the claims of any instruments
instruments \vith
with higher priority" is not
not
operational as this
this would be open
open to significant interpretation,
operational
interpretation.
paragraph 20 to be operational,
We believe that for the redemption provisions in paragraph
operational, all
all basic
ownership instruments
instruments would need to be subject to the same redemption provisions to be
classified as equity.
believe that a financial instrument with a put
put option at fair value is
equity. \XTe
We believe
not
financial instrument \vithout
not the equivalent of
of the same financial
without a put option
option and the two
instruments arc
priority. Also,
are not equal in priority.
Also, allowing an exception whereby some
some common
common
shares have a fair value put while others do not will lead to structuring
structuring opportunities.
opportunities. We
Presentation,
believe that guidance in the recent revisions to lAS
IAS 32, Financial Instruments, Presentation,
should
paragraph 20.
should be considered when providing the exception in paragraph

Separation
5,

A basic ownership
p(~)lment uJou/d
separated into liability mid
A.
ownership"instrument
instrument with a required diwaend
dividend payment
would be
be separated
and equity
components. That classification
classification is based on the Board's understanding
understanding of
of two facts.
facts. First,
First, the
the dividend is an
obligation tbat
erond, the dividend nght
that the entity has little or no discretion to avoid.
avoid. S
Second,
right does not transfer
transfer with
the stock after a specified
specified ex-diz!idend
so it is not necessari!y
}pilh a CUlTtnt
ex-dividend date, so
necessarily a transaction with
current oumer.
owner. H{/-S
Has
the Board properly
properlY interpreted the facts? Especially,
I~'special!y, is the diJ)idend
dividend an obligation that the entity has little or
no discretion to avoid? Does separating
separating the instrument provide useful
Nseful information?
i'!iormation?
~le believe that Board has properly interpreted the facts; however, we believe that required
We
dividend
dividend payments that are indexed solely
solely to earnings should not require separation
separation into a
liability component while a required
required fixed dividend payment should be separated
separated as a liability
component.

Substance
6.

so, an issuer
Paragraph 44
44 would require an issuer to
to classify an instrument based on
on its substance. To do
do so,
jactors that are stated in the
must consider
consider factors
the contract and otherjactors
factors that
that are
are not
not slated
stated terms
terms 0/
ofthe
the
instrument.
proposed requirement is important
instrument. That proposed
important under the ownership-settlement approach, which is
descn'bed
A. However,
Howez'er, the Board is unaJvare
described in Appendix A.
unaware if
of atry
any unstatedfactors
unstatedfactors that could affect
affect an
instrument's classification
classification under
under the basic ownership
ownership approach. Is the substance principle necessary under the
basic ownership approach? Are
Are there factors or circumstances other than the stated terms if
of the instrument
that could change an instrument's classification
classification or measurement
measurement under the basic ownership approach?
approach?
Additional/Ji, do you believe
Additionally,
believe that the
the basic oumership
ownership approach general!;'
generally results in classification
classification that is
consistent
consistent with the economic
economic substance 0/
of the instrument?
instrument?
We believe
believe that the substance principles
principles are not necessary under the basic
basic ownership
approach. Including the substance principles might lead to more complications
complications and
incorrect application. We
\'(:'e also believe that basic ownership 6renerally
generally results in classification
classification
that is
is consistent
consistent with the economic
economic substance.
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Linkage
7.
7.

Under what circumstances, if
if OJ!)!,
any, lJJOU/d
would the linkage principle in paragraph
Under
paragraph 41 not result in classification
of the transaction?
that reflects the economics rf
transaction?
of any
cjrcumstances; however,
hmvever, we believe
beljeve the linkage principle
princjple should be
We are not
not aware of
any circumstances;
as Statement 133 Implementation Issue
consistent with the guidance in other literature such as
K-l, Determining
Determining Whether Separate
Be Viewed
Separate Tramactions
Transactions Should
Should'Be
Viemd as a Unit,
Unit, Statement 150,
Financial Instruments with Characteristics
Both Jliabilities
_labilities and Equity, and
Accountingfor Certain financial
Characterises of
of&otb
and
Transfers oJFinoncial
of Financial Assets and Repurchase Financing
FSP FAS 140-3, Accountingfor
AccountingJor Tranifers
Financing Transactions,
to the extent possible. Any differences in linkage guidance should be justified.

Measurement

8.

Undercurrent
}pith changes in value
paIlle repotted
Under current accountin~
accounting, ma'!y
many den·vatitle!
derivatives an:
are lTleasun:d
measured at
at fair value with
reported in net
of instruments su,?ject
subject to those
income. The basic ownership approach would
Jl-'ouid increase the population if
that remit?
result? If
IJ not, wl!)1
why should the cbange
change in value of certain derivatives be
requirements. Doyou
Do you agree with tbat
excludedfrom current-pen·od
current-period income?
income?

While the basic ownership approach
approach will result in
We agree with the result stated above. \X1hile
more complex
complex remeasurement
remeasurement for many
many instruments that are not currently subject to
remeasurement,
remeasurement, we believe that consistent measurement of
of instruments
instruments with similar
economic
economic payoff
payoff is
is a significant improvement and benefit of
of the basic ownership
ownership approach.
approach.
Presentation Issues

9.

of financialposition.
position, Basic
basicoumershzp
ownershipinstruments
instrumentsu)itb
withredemption
redemptionrequirements
requirementswould
wouldbe
be
Statement offinancial
separately from perpetual basic
basic OWntrShlp
ownership instruments. The purpose qfthe
of the separate
separate dis
display
reported separatelY
piC!)' is to
Are additional
provide users
users with information about the liquidity
liquidity requirements if
of the reporting entity. Are
additional
display requirements necessafJ'for
necessary for the
the liability
liability section of the statement iffinancial
of financialposition
positioninin order
ordertoto
separate displC!)'
provide more information about an entity's potential cash requirements? For
example, should
should liabilities
liabilities
For example,
required to be settled with equity instrnments
instruments be
be reported separatelY
separately from those required
required to be settled with
cash?
We strongly
strongly support presentation
presentation of
of redeemable basic ownership
ownership instruments
instruments separately
from perpetual
instruments.
We
believe
that
perpetual
instruments
should be classified
perpetual instruments.
presentation of
of perpetual instruments
instruments
separately from other liabilities. Requiring separate presentation
liquidity requirements of
of the reporting
would provide users with information about the liquidity
entity in a consistent manner and help overcome
overcome the biggest drawback of
of the basic
entity
Wee do not believe that separate presentation should be required
required for
ownership approach. \'(1
instruments such as
as liabilities that require settlement
settlement with equity instruments.
instruments.
other instruments
However, an entity should be allowed the flexibility to present these instruments separately
if
separately if
they believe the information would be helpful to users.
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10. Income statement. The board has not reached tentatil)f
tentative wtlclusions
conclusions about bow
h01V to display
displt!J1 the effects
effects on net
income that are
an related
related to
to the change in the
ibe instrument's fair value.
value. Should the
the amount be
be rlisaggregated
disaggregated and
and
separatelY
how to disaggregate and
separately displqyed?
displayed? If
If so)
so, the
tin Board would be
be interested in JU)!,gestiofls
suggestions about bow
and

displq)!
displqyed
display the amount. For
For example, some (otlsffttlm!s
constituents have suggested thaI
that interest expense should be displayed
separately from the
the unrealized
unrealised gains and losses.
separatelY
\'V'e
instruments should be
We believe that measurement changes attributable
attributable to perpetual
perpetual instruments

separately displayed.
displayed. Entities could choose to separately
separately display
display changes associated with
instruments that arc
are required to be settled
setded with equity
equity instruments,
instruments, but
but we
wedo
do not
not believe
believe
that entities should be required
required to present separately.

Earnings per Share
Share (EPS)
11. The Board has not discussed the implications of the basic oumership
Jor the EPS
EPJ calculation in
ownership approach for
deiail,·
detail; howeve",
however, it acknowledges that the
the approach will
mil hal-'e
have a s{p'nijicant
significant effict
effect on the computation. How
How
should equity instmments
instrumentswith
withredemption
redemption requirements
requirementsbebetreated/or
treated forEPSpurposes?
EPS purposes? {¥.'hat
WhatEPS
EPS
implications related to
to this approach)
approach, if
if a'!)')
any, should the Board
Board be
be aware of
of or consider?
If
If equity instruments
instruments are the most residual
residual claim and,
and, as
as we suggest in our response to
question
question 4, all
all such equity instruments
instruments would ha\'e
have to possess the redemption requirement,
requirement,
we do not believe that there would be significant BPS
implications.
EPS implications.

Questions on the Ownership-Settlement
Ownership-Settlement Approach
Approach
1.
1.

Do you
you believe the ownership-settlement approach would represent an improvement in jinancial
financial reporting?

No, we believe that the ownership-settlement
of the same fundamental
ownership-settlement approach
approach has
has many of
flaws that exist in the current accounting model for liabilities
equity. We
\'Ve believe
believe that the
liabilities and equity'.
inevitable complexity associated
associated with the ownership-settlement approach will lead to
incorrect and inconsistent application.
application. We also believe that it will provide for structuring
opportunities. In addition, we believe that different
financial
different measurement methods for two financial
instruments that have the same economic profile,
profile, but different
different settlement requirements,
results in a flawed accounting model.
We also believe that the principle in paragraph A4 will require considerable implementation
guidance to make it operational. Ivlerely
of an indirect ownership
Merely requiring that the terms of
instrument result in changes in fair value that are directionally consistent
consistent with changes in fair
value of
of a basic ownership instrument wiB
will result in structuring opportunities.
Do
YOII prefer this
Doyouprefer
this approach over the
the basic ownership approach?

No
2.

Are there ways to simplijj·
e"plain.
Are
simplify the approach? Please
Please explain.
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We considered an approach that would remeasure
remeasure all
all indirect ownership
ownership instruments
instruments at fair
value, with
with changes
changes in fair value recognized in earnings
earnings if the instrument
instrument is a liability and
value recognized in equity
equity if the instrument
instrument is
is equity.
equity. This approach would
changes in fair value
meaningful balance sheet and EPS presentation and potentially
potentially reduce
reduce the
result in more meaningful
structuring. However,
However, we concluded that the basic ownership approach with
incentive for structuring.
adding the undue complexity of
of the
enhanced presentation could be operational without adding
For this
this reason we believe
believe that the basic ownership
ownership-settlement approach. ror
approach is preferable.
Substance

3.

Paragraph
describes h01JJ
how the substance principle mould
be applied to indirect
indirect ownership instruments.
Paragraph A40
/140 desen"bes
}J)ould be
Similar to
fadors that are
to the
the basic ownership approach, an issuer must considerfactors
an stated in the contract and
of the instrument. Is this
this principle
otherfactors that are not stated in the terms if
pn'nciple sufficiently
suificientfy clear to be
operational?
response to Question 6 to the basic ownership approach,
approach, we
For the reasons stated in our response
not believe it is
is operational
operational as
as it might lead to more complications
complications and incorrect
incorrect
do not
application.

Presentation Issues

4.

offinancial
financialposition.
position. Equity
Equity instruments
instrumentswith
with redemption
redemption requirements
requirements would
would be
bereported
reported
Statement if
separately from
equity instruments. The purpose
of the separate
separata displqy
display is to provide
separatefy
from perpetual eqtJl!:y
purpose if
provide users with
information about
about the liquidity
liquidity requirements
requirements 0/
of the reporting enttry.
entity. What additional, separate displqy
display
information
requirements, if
if arry,
any, are necessary for
of the statement
statement of
ofJinancia
requirements!
for the liability section if
financialIposition in order to
provide more information
t%rmation about an entity's potential cash requirements? For
For example, should liabilities
required to be settled with equity instruments be reported separatefy
from those required to be settled with
separately from
cash?

under the ownership settlement approach we believe
believe it would be preferable
preferable to present
Yes, under
separately those liabilities that are required to be settled with equity instruments from those
setded with cash.
that are required to be settled

Separation
Separation
5.

A.n
requirements for
and measurement of
of separated instruments
instruments operational? Does
Are the proposed requirements
for separation and

the separation result in decision-usiful
decision-useful information?
information?

While potentially more operational
operational than current GAAP, we do not believe they are
\X'hile
sufficiently operational to resolve the issues
issues that currently
currently exist.
exist. Separation does not
not result
sufficiently
economic results
results are similar
similar but
but measurement is not
not at
in decision useful information when economic
all similar.
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Earnings per Share
6.
6,

The board has not discllssed
calculatiotl iff
The
discussed the
the imp/kat/otis
implications ofthe oWflersbip-sl!tt!e1llent
ownership-settlement appmach/or
approach for the
the EPS
EPS calculation
in

detail. Hou/
Jor EPS
purpos!:s? What
How should equiD'
equity instruments Il,ith
with redemption
redemption requirements be
be !rtf/ted
treated for
EPS purposes?
EPJ
implications
related
to
1hz;
approach,
ilat!),!
shotJid
the
Board
bt
awan:
(jfar
consider?
EPS
this
ij any, should the
be aware of or consider?
treatment and EPS
The issues arc similar to those
chose that currently exist.
exist. Different earnings treatment
treatment under the ownership-settlement
have
ownership-settlement approach for tv.ro
two financial instruments
instruments that have
the same economic profile, but different
financial
different settlement requirements
requirements docs
does not result in financial
reporting that meets the needs of
users.
of users.

The only method
method that would result in consistent EPS treatment for instruments with similar
economic payoffs is
is one that would result in much of
of the measurement complexity
associated \vith
with the basic
basic ownership
ownership approach being shifted to
to calculations
calculations of
of EPS under the
ownership-settlement approach.
ownership~settlement
Settlement, Conversion, Expiration, or Modification

7.
7.

Are
the requirements desen'bed
described in paragraphs A35-A38 operational? Do th~y
they provide meaningful
meaningful results
Are the
for
offinancial
financialstatements?
statements?
for users if
W'e
results
We believe that the requirements
requirements are overly complex and do not result
result in meaningful
meaningful results
compared to
to the basic
basic ownership approach.
when compared

REO Approach
Question on the REO
/.
1.

Do you believe that the REO
REO approach would represent an imprOl.'ement
improvement in financial
mould
D0.Y0u
jinancial reporting? What would
distinguishing between
between assets, liabilities, and
and equity? Would the
the costs incurred to
be the conceptual basis for
for distinJ'"uishing
implement this approach exceed the benifits?
benefits? Please explain,
explain.

complex.
No, we believe it is overly complex,
Wi
Wee appreciate the opportunity
opportunity to comment on the preliminary views document
document and would
would be
pleased to discuss
ASB staff. If you have any questions,
discuss our comments
comments \vith
with Board members or the F
FASB
please contact
contact ~fark
Mark Scoles, Partner, Accounting Principles
Principles Group at 312 602 8780.
Very truly yours,
yours,

/s/ Grant Thornton LLP
/s/
LLP
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